Perl community and me
Some might remember my previous lightning talk...
...from 4 years ago...
“My way to Perl”
YAPC::Russia 2009
Famous name in Perl world

Conferences

in Russia and Ukraine
2013
2014
London Perl Workshop
Buying “rounds”
Changing pubs
Belgian beer
2015
YAPC::EU in Granada
The warmest community
The warmest community
(literally)
+30°
Found

a Russian-speaking guy from the US
What is JSON Schema?

Yo dawg, I heard you liked JSON
So I created a schema in JSON so you describe JSON while you JSON
First Russian Perl Workshop in Ryazan
2016
RESISTANCE IS OVERRATED
Bulgarian whiskey
was involved
...breakfast?..
YAPC::EU in Cluj-Napoca
Made my very first full talk in English
...and the second one
day after
Lots of socializing
Found

a Russian-speaking Romanian guy
Second Russian Perl Workshop in Ryazan
12 guys
4 hours for 4 talks
Nice social afterwards
No photos
All talks recorded

https://goo.gl/91MkzY
TPC::EU in Amsterdam
Socializing
No Russian-speaking foreign guys yet!!!
(please come)
IT workshop in Ryazan is ongoing
9th of September
Achievements
Lots of new friends
Many places visited
More Perl

and IT knowledge
Tried myself as a speaker
...and an organizer
Enormous

amounts of beer
To be continued...
What brought me here?
What brings me...
...to all the events?
People
Thank you!